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Abstract. Infant mortality is a reflection of a complex combination of biologi-
cal, socioeconomic and health care factors that require various data sources for
a thorough analysis. Consequently, the use of specialized tools and techniques
to deal with a large volume of data is extremely helpful. Machine learning has
been applied to solve problems from many domains and presents great potential
for the proposed problem, which would be an innovation in Brazilian reality. In
this paper, an innovative method is proposed to perform a neonatal death risk
assessment using computer vision techniques. Using mother, pregnancy care and
child at birth features, from a dataset containing neonatal samples from São Paulo
city public health data, the proposed method encodes images features and uses a
custom convolutional neural network architecture to classification. Experiments
show that the method is able to detect death samples with accuracy of 90.61%.
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1 Introduction

Infant mortality rate (IMR) is one of the most important measures for indicating re-
gional and national public health care status of children. IMR is, therefore, a very rel-
evant index of a country’s condition in terms of health or development. A decrease
in IMR results in survival improvements, which can positively influence the national
public health indicators.

The first 28 days of life - known as the neonatal period - represent the most vul-
nerable moment for a child survival and are strongly influenced by unfavorable life
conditions of the population and by health care. Hence, mortality during this period re-
flects the complex conjunction of biological, socioeconomic and care factors, the latter
related to attention to the pregnant woman and the newborn [13].

About 46% of the world’s deaths occur among children under five years of age.
Most of these deaths are concentrated on the first day and the first week of life. The
main causes of neonatal deaths are congenital malformation, asphyxia during labor and
perinatal infections; that is, mostly preventable deaths from health services [7].

Mosley and Chen [17] proposed a hierarchical model based on the hypothesis that
socioeconomic factors determine behaviors, which, in turn, have an impact on a set
of biological factors. According to their model, biological factors are those directly
responsible for death. The hierarchical model brings a great advance to the development
of public policies, since information coming from studies that are limited to only a
group of risk factors result in inadequate recommendations to assess the deaths among
children, as they presents a limited vision of the phenomenon [8] . It is not hard to see
how paramount is to develop and deploy methods to support policy makers on their
strategies to deal with neonatal mortality.

In Brazil, between 1999 and 2013, although the number of infant deaths have de-
clined, 70% of the deaths occurred due to preventable causes. Among the main causes,
those related to adequate attention to pregnancy and delivery presented growth of about
33% [21]. Furthermore, neonatal mortality rates (amount of dies before 28 days of live
per 1000 life live births) starts to point to a slightly increase trend, specially in 2015 and
2016, in different Brazilian regions, as depicted in Figure 1.

Brazilian’s municipalities are responsible for taking care of public health policy
focused on infant mortality (IM) [16, 2]. Specifically in São Paulo 1, neonatal mortality
rate is the lowest when compared against other municipalities in Brazil.

In parallel to the concerning scenario of Brazilian neonatal mortality trends, ap-
plication of machine learning (ML) algorithms in public health problems is a very re-
cent research field and a very small number of conducted studies have been proposed.
Hsieh et al. [12] compared ML models with the objective of predicting mortality in
patients undergoing unplanned extubation in intensive care units. The authors observed
that even with a limited data set comprising 341 samples, some models obtained sig-
nificant results. The best results were obtained using a Random Forest model with an
unbalanced data set, resulting in an precision of 88% and a recall of 85%.

Pan et al. [18] proposed adoption of these models to identify women with high
risk pregnancy, an approach to complement the paper question form applied in risk

1 São Paulo is the capital city of the state of São Paulo in Brazil
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Fig. 1. Neonatal mortality rate from 2000 to 2016. Bold lines represent average rate by Brazilian
geographical region while shadows represent standard deviation.

assessment at social services in Illinois. Proposed methods were capable of improving
the efficiency in decision making process, improving identification of women with high-
risk pregnancy eligible to receive specific health services.

Podda et al. [19] uses a Neural Network to estimate the chances of survival of pre-
mature newborns. The authors compare their approach with the most common logistical
methods. With superior performance, the method proposed by the authors allows better
identification of risks and leads to improvements in the quality of the decision-making
and risk assessment process. In addition, the authors explain that while logistic regres-
sion and other linear models are easily understandable, this ease of interpretation is lost
when interactions between variables are present and, in this case, neural networks may
work better.

New studies are been conducted focused on the application of ML on problems
involving data from the Demography domain. Recently Arruda [3] proposed the use
of ML algorithms to establish determinants of adult probability of death. This works
investigated the relationships among socioeconomic, structural, contextual and health
factors and the adult probability of death, in the some Brazilian micro regions, using
data extracted from official Brazilian information systems.

Pan et.al. [18] used ML algorithms to evaluate the positive predictive value for early
assessment of adverse birth risk among pregnant women as a means of improving the
allocation of social services. Administrative data from Illinois Department of Human
Services were used to develop a ML model for adverse birth prediction and improve
upon the existing paper-based risk assessment.
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Given that neonatal mortality is a complex phenomenon, involving interactions of
several characteristics, requiring a large volume of data for its full understanding, the
application of ML methods in this context is not only pertinent but also an innovative to
Brazilian reality, specially using public health data, and brings substantial contributions
and insights to the neonatal mortality problem. At this paper we propose a new method
for neonatal mortality risk assessment by projecting categorical features into an image
domain and then classifying samples according to death risk, using a ML method.

Computational methods based on image processing and ML have been applied on
different domains [4, 14], even when data is not originally encoded as images [11, 20],
achieving expressive results, which suggest that its application on IM problem would
bring substantial contributions.

On the method proposed on this paper, neonatal mortality is represented as a binary
classification problem and using a new Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) archi-
tecture, developed a model to deal with our encoded images and named it DemogNet
(Demographic Network). We achieved an accuracy of 90.61% in a dataset with more
than 1.4 million samples.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this kind of data/problem
have been addressed using a combination of demographic/socioeconomic features,
and computer vision techniques. Main contributions of proposed method include:
(1) proposition of a new CNN architecture specialized to deal with very small gray
scale images; (2) an accuracy of more than 90% in the task of neonatal death
risk assessment, in a data set comprising more than 1.4 million samples; (3) a
feature importance evaluation, which allows better understanding for the problem
of infant mortality.

Rest of this work is divided as follow: Section 2 presets details of the dataset used in
the experiments. Section 3 describes proposed method on this paper, including the pro-
cedure implemented for encoding tabular data into gray scale images and details about
proposed CNN architecture. Section 4 describes performed experiments and results.
Finally, Section 5 presents a conclusions and directions for future works.

2 Data Sources and Dataset Construction

Proposed method was validated using data extracted from Brazilian Information System
of Live Births (SINASC - Sistema de Informações sobre Nascidos Vivos) and from the
Brazilian Information System of Mortality (SIM - Sistema de Informações sobre Mor-
talidade)2, to construct a unweighted labeled dataset comprising more then 1.4 millions
of images from two classes: death and alive. Specifically, we use data from São Paulo
city from 2012 to 2018, resulting in a dataset with 1,435,834 samples. The number of
positive class (death) represents 0.6% of total amount of data.

SINASC integrates epidemiological information regarding alive births in Brazil. Its
records are associated with new born and its parents, features as birth location, birth
date, sex, APGAR score [1], weeks of gestation, mother’s address, age, schooling, occu-
pation, number of children, type of delivery, quantity of prenatal medical appointments,
anomalies, and others.

2 On this study, we work using SIM and SINASC records just from São Paulo city.
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SIM provides features from dead individuals like death main cause3, birth date,
location, death date, age, sex, race, and many others. Furthermore it also registers data
regarding relatives of the person like mother’s age, number of children, gestation weeks,
and many others social and economic variables. So, this system is a very important
source of information to performs demography studies, including IM.

Only SINASC features, described on Table 1, were used as input features for the
method. SIM data are applied just for labelling purpose, so for each SINASC record,
SIM data were used to label the sample as death or alive class, making possible to
construct a big annotated dataset. After the linkage between SIM and SINASC, the key
used on the joining operation were removed from the resultant dataset, as well as many
others fields that could be used to re-identify individuals. The column named ”FTV”
represents values used during the image encoding process, described afterwards.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed method can be described in two main stages: as depicted on Figure 2, the
first stage consists in building an image dataset by encoding the feature vector of each
sample into a 6× 6 gray scale image, using the methodology described in Section 3.1;
and the second stage, classify using DemogNet, which consists in a new CNN architec-
ture to classify image samples, produced on previous step, according to its classes, that
is death (positive class) or alive (negative class).

FTV Image 
Encoding

Positive  class 
(death)

Negative  class 
(alive) Tr

ai
ni

ng
 S

et

DemogNet Positive (59%)

Negative (41%)

Fig. 2. Overview of proposed method.

3.1 Stage #1: Encoding Categorical Data into Images

First step of proposed method consists in encoding feature vectors of each sample
(which are composed by categorical features) into a grayscale image, in order to be
inputted in a CNN.

Given that each sample is composed by a feature vector with 36 features, a 6 × 6
image have been created for each sample, where each pixel of the image refers to the
value of one feature, converted to a gray scale value.

3 CID10
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Table 1. TABLE 1 - Dataset features details

Feature Features Domain Details FTV
n_tp_ocorrencia 0-4 Birth place code n/a

n_nu_idade 0-63 Mother Age n/a
n_tp_estado_civil 0,1,2,3,4,5,9 Mother marital status +100
n_tp_escolaridade 0,1,2,3,4,5,9 Mother’s education category +110

n_qt_nascidos_vivos 0-18 Number of live children +120
n_qt_nascidos_mortos 0-19 Number of deceased children +140

n_tp_gestacao 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,9 Weeks of gestation (by ranges) +160
n_tp_gravidez 0,1,2,3,9 Pregnancy type +170
n_tp_parto 0,1,2,9 Baby delivery type +180

n_tp_prenatal 0,1,2,3,4,9 Prenatal appointments (by ranges) +190
n_nu_apgar1 0-10 Apgar score in the first minute +200
n_nu_apgar5 0-10 Apgar score until fifth minute of live +210
n_nu_peso 0-9999 Weight in grams at birth *0,03

n_st_malformacao 0,1,2,9 Malformation at birth +220
n_tp_escolaridade_2010 0,1,2,3,4,5,9 Mother’s education category in 2010 +230

n_tp_raca_cor_mae 0,1,2,3,4,5,9 Mother’s race and color category +240
n_qt_gestacao_anterior 0-99 Number of previous pregnancies +130

n_qt_parto_normal 0-99 Number of normal deliveries n/a
n_qt_parto_cesarea 0-99 Number of cesarean deliveries +100

n_nu_semana_gestacao 0-99 Weeks of gestation +200
n_tp_metodo_estimar 0,1,2,9 Weeks of pregnancy estimation method +240

n_nu_mes_gestacao_prenatal 0-10 First prenatal appointment month +10
n_tp_apresentacao 0,1,2,3,9 Newborn presentation type +20

n_st_trabalho_parto 0,1,2,3,9 Induced labor? +30
n_st_cesarea_parto 0,1,2,3,9 Cesarean occurred before labor began? +40

n_tp_nascimento_assistido 0,1,2,3,4,9 Birth was attended? +50
n_tp_funcao_responsavel 0,1,2,3,4,5 Delivery responsible occupation +60

n_nu_idade_pai 0-99 Father’s age +70
n_nu_serie_escolaridade_mae 0-8 Mother’s basic school serie +170
n_co_uf_ibge_naturalidade 0-99 Mother’s birth state code number +180

n_tp_grupo_robson 0-11 Robson Group code +240
n_tp_escolaridade_agregado1 0-12 Mother’s aggregated scholarly 1 +25
n_tp_escolaridade_agregado2 0-12 Mother’s aggregated scholarly 2 +40

month_birth 0-12 Month of birth = 0
year_birth 2000-2016 Year of birth = 0
month_death 0-12 Month of death = 0

Furthermore, trying to improve classes separability, we proposed an additional ap-
proach, which was named as Feature Transformation Value (FTV) process. It consists
in defining ranges within the total gray scale range (from 0 to 255), and associate an
specific range to a specific feature, so features with identical original values will be
encoded into different gray scale values.

Although FTV being a simple process, some specific features needed to be pro-
cessed in specific ways. The features birth month, birth year and month death were
truncated to zero due its irrelevance for the problem. Features birth place code, mother
age and number of normal deliveries were left with its original value, just to follow the
sequence of ”range allocation”. The only exception is feature weight in grams at birth,
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which has its values multiplied by 0.03, in order to fit it into gray scale range. The FTV
applied to each feature is defined on Table 1.

3.2 Stage #2: Demographic Network (DemogNet) for Classification

When encoded into images, our categorical data result in a 6×6 image. This kind of im-
age resolution is a limitation for state-of-the-art CNN architectures, since most of them
use as input square images with resolution between 200 and 300 pixels. Furthermore,
images with low resolution make hard to adjust weights of very deep architectures, most
of times leading to network instability and overfitting.

To deal with these kinds of particularities, we propose a new CNN architecture
named Demographic Network (DemogNet). DemogNet uses a single convolutional
block composed by five convolutional layers with an increment in the number of fil-
ters: 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 respectively. Each convolutional layer uses 3× 3 kernels.
Activation on convolutional layers are performed using rectifier function (ReLU) [10].
In the end of convolutional block we also include a dropout of 0.25 to improve network
generalization properties.

Next, we include a fully-connected layer, comprising 256 neurons with ReLU acti-
vation and dropout of 0.25.

Finally, a fully-connected layer comprising two neurons with a softmax activa-
tion [9] is included for classification purpose.

For optimization the method uses Stochastic Gradient Descendent (SGD) with a
categorical cross-entropy as loss function [9].

4 Experiments and Results

This section presents details about experiments performed to validate proposed method,
discussing obtained results.

4.1 Experimental Setup and Hyperparameters Choice

Proposed method have been implemented using Python (3.6) programming language
and Scikit-Learn (0.21.2), Keras (2.2.4), Tensorflow (1.13.0), Pandas (0.24.2) and Mat-
plotLib (3.1) as main libraries. All the experiments have been performed using a ma-
chine containing 40 CPU cores, 4 GPU TitanX 12 GB, 120 GB of RAM and 8 TB of
storage, running Ubuntu 18.04 (64 bits).

DemogNet have been trained using SGD with a learning rate of 0.00001 and a
momentum of 0.9 along 300 epochs.

4.2 Round #1: Balanced Dataset

In the first round of experiments we evaluate performance of proposed method in a sub-
sample extracted from the main dataset. It contains the same number of samples for
each class (death and alive).
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Sub-samples have been extracted by selecting all images of positive (death) class
(7,928 samples). Then, we randomly select the same number of images from negative
(alive) class, resulting in a dataset with 15,856 samples.

For validation purpose, we applied a 10-folds cross validation protocol, and report
results using average ROC curves and accuracy.

Figure 3 depicts average ROC curve as dark blue line and standard deviation calcu-
lated from 10-folds depicted as shaded region around darker curve. Average accuracy
was 89.54% with an standard deviation of 0.01% and an AUC of 0.95.

Fig. 3. Average ROC and variance (shadow region) for 10-folds cross validation using balanced
dataset.

Even using a small portion of the dataset, which results in a small number of sam-
ples when compared against other datasets as Imagenet [6], with a shallow CNN and
working over gray scale images with small resolution (6 × 6), the proposed method
presents good results, with a very small standard deviation across all 10 folds.

Train process converges after 200 epochs, becoming stable on loss decreasing and
accuracy score increasing as depicted on Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

4.3 Round #2: Unbalanced Dataset

Second round of experiments evaluates performance of proposed method when increas-
ing the number of training samples and test proposed method using the entire dataset
(excluding training samples).
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(a) Loss

(b) Acc.

Fig. 4. Loss and Accuracy scores on training process for balanced dataset.

For positive class (death), we randomly select 793 (10%) samples for test, 714(10%)
samples for validation and remaining 6,421 samples composes the training set. In nega-
tive class (alive), on training and validation sets, for each positive sample we randomly
select 5 negative samples, resulting in 32,105 and 3,570 respectively. Remaining nega-
tive samples have included test samples. This way, test set reflects real data distribution,
which contains a massive number of negative samples against a small number of posi-
tive samples(1,392,232).

To compensate unbalanced data on training set, we use class weights, with weight
of 1 for negative class and weight of 5 for positive class, on training process. It allows
us to apply a higher penalty on misclassified positive samples. Figure 5 depicts ROC
curve on this scenario.

Accuracy achieved in the best ROC point was 90.61% with an AUC of 0.96. This
result is very consistent with cross-validation results aforementioned, even when testing
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Fig. 5. ROC curve for unbalanced dataset. This scenario reflects real data distribution, where
positive (death) class represents less than 1% of dataset samples.

proposed method across more 1.4m samples. Reported results are very expressive and
corroborate the claim of the method robustness.

As reported on Round #1, train process converges after 200 epochs, becoming stable
on loss decreasing and accuracy score increasing as depicted on Figures 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively. Small variations on loss of validation set can be associated with small
number of validation samples, which can be easily corrected introducing more samples
at the model.

4.4 Round #3: Comparison Against Standard Classifiers

Use of CNN to the problem of death risk classification based on demographic features
is only justified if transformations applied over input image improves features in some
way. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no other work in literature
based on similar features and data.

This round of experiments compares achieved results against standard classification
methods, such as SVM (Support Vector Machines) and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) [5],
in order to allow a benchmark for comparison with the proposed method. For SVM, we
used an RBF kernel, along with a gamma of 1

nfeatures and a C value of 1.0. KNN
algorithm was assessed with the number of neighbors set as 5.

Images by FVT are feed into classifiers (DemogNet, SVM and KNN) without any
pre-processing and then classified. Table 2 present achieved results for balanced and
unbalanced datasets.
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(a) Loss

(b) Acc.

Fig. 6. Loss and Accuracy scores on training process for unbalanced dataset.

DemogNet outperformed SVM and KNN in all scenarios which makes clear inter-
mediate transformations performed by DemogNet contributes to increase separability
between classes.

4.5 Round #4: Providing Model Understanding

More than provide an answer about death risk, in methods designed to solve public
health problems, interpretability is paramount. To address this problem, we take ad-
vantage of SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP) Values [15] method, which is able
to highlight on images region where CNN is paying more attention in the moment of
classification.

SHAP method belongs to “additive feature attribution methods” which can be sim-
plified by linear function of features. SHAP tries to come up with a linear regression
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Table 2. Comparison against standard classification methods

ACC. (Balanced) AUC. (Balanced) ACC. (Unbalanced) AUC. (Unbalanced)

DemogNet 0.89 0.95 0.91 0.96
KNN 0.83 0.90 0.84 0.90
SVM 0.58 0.91 0.58 0.91

model for each data point. It replaces each feature (xi) with binary variable (z′i) that
represents whether xi is present or not into the model given by:

g(z′) = φ0 +
M∑
i=1

φiz
′
i = bias+

∑
contribution of each feature (1)

where g(z′) is a local surrogate model of the original linear model f(x) and φi is how
much the presence of feature i contributes to the final output, which helps to interpret
the original model.

To measure the most important region (pixels) for each class, we calculated SHAP
values for all test images, and then calculated the average map for positive and negative
classes. Results are depicted on Figure 7
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(a) Positive (Death)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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3

4

5

(b) Negative (Alive)

Fig. 7. Average SHAP values indicating more important regions for positive and negative classes.
As red value as features value, indicates a feature which influences model positively, while white
and blue points indicates a feature which has almost no influence over model result.

As we can observe, positive and negative classes highlight different regions at im-
ages. While positive class are more influenced by a combination of features4 as weight
on birth, number of live children, number of normal deliveries and induced labor, nega-
tive class is more influenced by features as occurence of malformation at birth, number
of previous pregnancies and newborn presentation type.Both classes has an strong in-
fluence of apgar score until first and fifth minute of life [1] and weeks of pregnancy.

4 Features at images are sorted according Table 1, which means, from top left to bottom right,
first pixel represents first line on table (n tp ocorrencia), second pixel represents second line
(n nu idade), and so on.
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper proposed a new method to address the problem neonatal death risk. Using
data from Brazilian Information System of Live Births (SINASC) and from the Brazil-
ian Information System of Mortality (SIM) of São Paulo city, we construct a dataset of
death and alive records comprising more than 1.4m of samples with categorical features
related with mother, pregnancy care, child features at born, etc. We then propose a new
approach to encode this categorical data into small gray scale images.

Problem is modeled as a binary classification of death/alive classes problem and
solved by a new CNN architecture, DemogNet, which is proper to deal with such small
images at this specific case. Experiments performed along different setups show effec-
tiveness of model classification, achieving an AUC of 0.96 in a dataset comprising more
than 1.4M samples.

Furthermore, experiments demonstrate that application of a shallow CNN in classi-
fication outperform standard machine learning classification methods.

Additionally, performed experiments also help to better understand regions what
contributes to CNN final answer, which is important for a better understanding of model
results.

For future work, we intend to evaluate proposed method in a dataset to be con-
structed using data from all Brazilian states. Also, new methods for image construction
from categorical data and the addition of new features meaningful to neonatal death risk
will be evaluated.
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